Engineered Woodlands

Information Sheet 2

Design
Engineered woodlands are widespaced tree plantings engineered to
integrate traditional agriculture with
income-producing trees. A whole of
paddock approach is taken to place
trees to maximise their benefits to the
landscape and minimise the impact on
paddock management.

Benefits
•

Shade and shelter for better
livestock, crop and pasture
production

•

Better habitat for biodiversity

•

Improved soil nutrient cycling
and water use efficiency

•
•

Income from timber and carbon
credits
Improved landscape aesthetics.

Key features
•

Designed to produce multiple
products from both the
traditional agriculture as well as
the trees.

•

The use of entire paddocks for
tree establishment minimises
fencing costs, and substantially
reduces establishment costs.

•

Agricultural activity can continue
between belts once trees are
sufficiently established (within
1-3 years for most sites).

•

Tree belts or copses (clusters
of trees) are established at
spacings to suit machinery,
pasture and stock management,
and are aligned to maximise
microclimate benefits.

The focus of the Engineered Woodlands
Project is on production landscapes of
the northern slopes and tablelands of
NSW, and particularly those landscapes
that have been over-cleared for
agriculture. In such landscapes an
increase in tree cover is highly desirable
from a production and natural resource
management (NRM) viewpoint. The
opportunity to use natural regeneration
is limited and large-scale tree reintroduction in these areas requires tree
planting or direct seeding.

only tree belts for shade and shelter,
the simple addition of one or more
nitrogen-fixing tree species (e.g. acacias
or casuarinas) could dramatically
improve the number of benefits from the
planting.

Tree plantings are long-term
investments which are not easily
re-configured once established. All
possible desired outcomes from the
paddock should be considered. With
some thought and minimal or no added
expense, multiple benefits from an
engineered woodland can be captured
from a planting that may originally
have been aimed at providing only one
outcome.
For example, with an engineered
woodland designed to use eucalypt

These benefits could include:
•

increasing the nitrogen status of
the soil and improving neighbouring
pasture or crop production

•

improving the growth of
neighbouring timber trees

•

if arranged appropriately, could help
root-train larger trees to reduce
tree/herbage competition (see
below)

•

increasing habitat complexity to
enhance biodiversity.

All these additional benefits are possible
from a minor change in design with
no added expense. To maximise the
multiple environmental and production
benefits of an engineered woodland the
design of the planting and the species
used should be considered in relation to
the ten factors outlined below.

Below. An engineered woodland using shining gum near Hillgrove.
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2. Paddock site
1. Land use of the
non-treed areas of the conditions
Site conditions determine the tree
paddock
Land use has a large bearing on the
spatial arrangement of tree and shrub
rows or belts, particularly if crops or
pastures are frequently worked with
machinery.
The working widths of spreaders,
ploughs, planters, harvesters, mowers
and any other machinery should
be considered so that they can be
accommodated in the design.

Above. An engineered woodland at ‘The Hill’,
Kentucky, established by the Taylor family.
(Source: Department of Lands, 2007).

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of a
spiral planted engineered woodland.

For example, in a permanent pasture
situation, a fertiliser spreader may
be the most frequently used piece
of machinery. If the spreading width
is 12 m then an efficient engineered
woodland design would have the tree
belt spacing in multiples of 12 m (e.g. a
tree belt every 24 m, 36 m or 48 m). To
save fertiliser cost it may be desirable
not to spread fertilisers within say
5 m of the tree belts (i.e. allow for a
tree nutrient cycling buffer zone). This
allowance can be added to the spacing.
In this case an efficient design would
have tree belts at multiples of 12 m
apart plus 10 m (5 m either side) for the
tree buffer zone.
Lengths of runs for machinery should
also be considered. Where all other
considerations are equal, machinery
use is usually more efficient if long
bays are worked and sharp turning is
minimised. One design which maximises
long runs is a spiral planting (Figure 1).
In engineered woodlands that are
grazed, long, continuous, dense tree
and shrub belts are undesirable from
a mustering view point. Frequent gaps
should be left for bike and/or horse
crossings (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. An engineered woodland with
frequent muster gaps established on
“East Oaks” by the Taylor family. (Source:
Department of Lands, 2007.)
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Some graziers may take advantage
of the tree establishment phase, and
with the aid of temporary fences,
use tree belts as subdivisions to
intensively rotationally graze, or strip
graze a paddock. In this case it may be
advantageous to design the planting so
that the pasture bays are an efficient
size for the likely livestock mob sizes.

species planted and the speed at which
they establish.
Avoiding permanent fencing around
establishing trees in an engineered
woodland (where possible) minimises
cost. This is easily achieved in livestockfree cropping situations. However,
where livestock are grazed, the paddock
or part-paddock must be taken out
of grazing production during the tree
establishment phase.
The growth rate of the establishing trees
will determine the size of the paddock
the grazier can afford to have out of
production during this time. On good
tree growing sites with appropriate
species selection (Appendix 1) and
establishment practice (see Engineered
Woodland Information Sheet 1), it
is possible to establish trees above
livestock browse height within two
growing seasons. A paddock size of up
to five per cent of the whole property
could conceivably be set aside for tree
establishment under these conditions
without unduly affecting overall longterm farm agricultural output.
Poor sites may take double or triple this
time for trees to establish and paddocks
would have to be correspondingly
smaller for the same effect.
The best tree growing sites are
characterised by deep, free-draining
soil, usually in undulating or sloping
terrain where good cold air drainage
occurs at night in winter.
Shallow stony sites often promote slow
growth overall, but in some instances
early growth can be rapid for some tree
and shrub species.

On the northern tablelands, difficult
sites include sites with expanses of flat
exposed terrain, or sites on with poor
soil drainage on lower slopes that pool
cold, frosty air (see Figure 3). These
sites will have slow tree growth and are
characterised by having New England
peppermint Eucalyptus nova-anglica as
the original trees.

Tree growth is also noticeably slower
at very high altitude (above 1200 m).
Often snow gum E. pauciflora
predominate at such sites.
Tree growing is not recommended at all
on tableland sites that are frequently
water-logged.
On the northern slopes, good tree
growing sites are not as limited by cold
air pooling, and species that grow slowly
on the tablelands can be rapid growers
in the warmer conditions (e.g. ironbarks
and yellowbox E. melliodora).
However local flood plains should be
planted only to tree species adapted to
standing water (e.g. river red gum and
river cooba Acacia stenophylla).

3. Tree & herb
competition
The micro-climate and other NRM
benefits of appropriately placed trees
can outweigh gross competition effects
on pastures and crops. In each paddock
situation, there is an ideal balance
between tree cover and herb cover. In
some situations, pasture production
may actually be higher under open
woodland cover compared to open
paddock conditions. This was the case
in one study on the southern tablelands
(Katijua et al 1999).
To mitigate tree/herb competition
engineered woodland design needs to
consider:
•

soil depth

•

rainfall

•

the tree species used in terms of
rooting pattern and any pasture
productivity enhancement
characteristics

•

measures that may encourage deep
rooting of large trees

•

the optimal orientation of the tree
belts to maximise microclimate
benefits (discussed in the next
section).

In simple terms, tree/herb competition
is likely to be most affected by soil
depth and rainfall at the site.

In very shallow soils, trees and
herbaceous plants utilise the same
zone of the soil and competition is likely
to be high. On such sites tree belts
should be widely spaced to allow for
reasonable herbaceous production.
Generally the lower the rainfall of the
site the more likely trees and herbage
will compete, and the further apart tree
belts will need to be placed (see Box 1).
It is conceivable that in the highest
rainfall parts of the region (such as
the eastern edge of the northern
tablelands) tree belts could be
established quite close together with
minimal impact on pasture production
in most years.
Generally there is a lack of information
on the degree of competition between
particular tree species and the herb
layer. Anecdotally, rough-barked apple
Angophora floribunda is considered
by many local graziers to be less
competitive with pasture compared to
other native trees.
A trial conducted at two sites in
southern Victoria in the 1980s
compared different evenly spaced tree
densities of Pinus radiata, a number
of eucalypts, and river oak Casuarina
cunninghamiana and their effect on
gross herbage production at age seven
years (Bird et al 1994).

Figure 3. These Radiata pines (above and
below) are the same age and in the same
planting. The photo below shows one of
the few surviving pines planted low in the
landscape. It has a short stunted stature
with no prospects of growing a commercially
viable log. The photo above shows a group
of pines planted further upslope that are
performing much better and worthy of bole
pruning to grow high value timber. Their
comparative performance illustrates the
effect on tree growth of colder lower slope
positions on the northern tablelands.

The study (Bird et. al. 1994) found that
river oak when planted wide-spaced
had a beneficial impact on pasture
production, and is likely to be a good
candidate for engineered woodlands for
this reason.
The implication for engineered
woodland design is that nitrogen fixing
tree species may be beneficial for
herbage production (or at least have a
compensatory mechanism to mitigate
pasture competition). Where it can
be grown, river oak is likely to be a
desirable species.
It has been suggested that multiple
row tree belts can be configured to
encourage large trees to deep-root
and therefore minimise their lateral
shallow rooting and presumably their
competition with the herb layer (Dr
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Box 1 - Tree spacing is site dependant
Research by Shane Joyce (pers. comm.) on his property “Dukes Plains” in
Theodore in south western Queensland compared open paddocks, with widelyspaced belts of retained brigalow regrowth forest with closely spaced belts of
regrowth. On average in this rainfall environment, paddocks with widely-spaced
belts (120 m between tree belts) had a higher gross margin from grazing
(estimated from grazing days/ha records) than open paddocks and paddocks
with closely spaced tree belts (<20 m between belts). See the graph below.
Shane Joyce reports that more recent research by Queensland Department of
Primary Industries (yet to be published) suggests that 60 m gaps between belts
is the optimal spacing for his country.
Below. Estimated grazing gross margins ‘Dukes Plains’ Theodore Queensland comparing
paddocks with widely spaced retained strips of brigalow regowth (120 m apart) against
paddocks with closely-spaced strips (20 m apart) and open paddocks.
160

wide belts

140

narrow belts

Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of
the rooting habit of large trees when planted
alone compared with the deeper rooting
habit when planted inside rows of large
shrubs.

open pasture
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Justin Ryan pers. comm.). This can be
achieved by planting the large trees on
the inner rows, and planting the outside
rows with smaller tree species (which
are likely to have smaller and less
competitive root systems). By providing
a root competition zone in the shallow
depths of the soil, between the large
trees and adjacent pasture or crop, the
smaller trees encourage the large trees
to send roots deeper into the soil (see
Figure 4).
The use of acacias on the outer rows
(most species of acacia are small trees)
has the added benefit of nitrogen fixing
to the adjacent pasture or crop.
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4. Shelter
Shade
In grazing enterprises, shade is
directly beneficial to livestock in hot
weather. Animal production benefits
due to shading have been clearly
demonstrated (Cremer ed. 1990,
Fitzpatrick 1994).
Pasture shading by tree canopies may
reduce gross herbage production in
some pastures (if the pasture is warm
season grass dominated), but may
increase greenness and digestibility
of the pasture to the point where
animal production is potentially higher
on lower herbage mass. In one study,
herbage producton was found to be
higher underneath scattered tree cover
compared to open paddocks (Katijua et
al 1999).

Figure 5. Sheep tracks alongside tree rows
can become an erosion risk if the tree belts
are oriented up and down slope. Photo by
Michael Taylor.

Shading can also shift pasture
composition to favour a higher
proportion of year-long green species in
native pastures (e.g. Microlaena spp).
In frosty environments shading has
been demonstrated on some sites to
enhance pasture productivity in winter
(see Box 2).
If maximum shading enhancement is
required, tree belts should be orientated
east – west across the paddock. The
optimal spacing between tree belts
for mid-winter shading in this region is
expected tree height multiplied by 1.5
(approximately).
Shade can attract animals to tree belts
for movement across the paddock. This
can have undesirable consequences if
tree belts are orientated up and down
slope, with livestock tracking alongside
the tree belts causing soil erosion
(Taylor pers. comm.) See Figure 5.

Wind shelter
The benefits of good wind shelter
include reduced exposure of livestock
to cold winds, less wind erosion of soil,
reduced evapo-transpiration and water
loss across the paddock (particularly
during hot dry winds) and reduced leaf
damage of crop and pasture plants.

Box 2 - Shade zones increase production
In 2007, in an eight-year-old engineered woodland paddock near Armidale, the
author observed that shade from tree lines appeared to be improving pasture
production. Since the last grazing of the pasture, after a six week dry and frosty
spell of weather over July and early August, the following situation (see photo)
became very obvious when looking at the paddock.

To maximise wind-breaking, tree belts
need to be orientated at right angles
to the problem winds. For much of
the region, cold winds originate from
the southwest, west and sometimes
south east (tablelands), and hot drying
winds from the northwest, west and
sometimes northeast (slopes).

In grazing situations, livestock
browsing of lower limbs can reduce
the effectiveness of wind-breaking
in unfenced tree belts. Bole pruning
of timber trees can have a similar
or greater effect. The multiple belt
configuration of engineered woodlands
can help mitigate this problem to some
degree, since multiple shelterbelts are
more effective than single windbreaks
(Cleugh 2003). The use of multiple
tree rows per belt or very close tree
spacing can also alleviate the problem.
Unpruned shelter rows can be left in
multiple row belts otherwise used for
timber production.
For severely exposed sites, strategically
placed fenced tree and shrub belts may
be required as part of an engineered
woodland. See Example Design 1.

The only green patches visible in the whole paddock were those areas under
continual shade just to the south of the east-west orientated tree lines. These
green patches were not apparent beside tree belts that were orientated north
south. The striking differences prompted an assessment of the rye grass
pasture in the shade zone using the AIMS pasture assessment procedure (Kahn
& Earl 2006). A number of pasture quadrats were sampled: three close to the
base of trees where tree competition with the pasture was apparent (0–3 m
from the tree bases); three in the obvious green shaded zone (3–10 m from the
tree lines); and three in the non-shaded open paddock (more than 10 m from
the tree lines). See inset photo. The results of the pasture assessment were
averaged and graphed below.
The shade zone contained almost twice as much pasture as the open paddock
and a much higher proportion of the feed was green which is important for
animal production. In addition, this extra growth was achieved in winter which is
traditionally a feed deficit part of the year for tablelands graziers.
Below. Pasture biomass in an 8 year old Armidale engineered woodland paddock after 6
weeks rest from last grazing which was to a residual of approximately 1000kg/ha, June
to August 2007.
2500
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dead biomass
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North-south orientated tree belts are
likely to be the most effective for the
region’s problem winds (providing wind
interception from both the west and
east), however local topography can
modify this generalisation.

1000
500
0
Competition zone
(0-3m from tree line)

Shade zone
(3-10m from southern side
of tree line)

Open pasture
(>10m from tree line)
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Example Design 1

Shelter and shade in a medium rainfall northern slopes grazing area

Four-row 20
m wind break
on the western
side containing
mixed local
natives.

Copses arranged in spiral to provide shade,
nitorgen fixing and farm timber. This
configuration allows easy access and long runs
for occasional machinery use.
Note: If carbon trading is an objective, ensure
at least 6 copses/ha(average) to achieve the
minimum 20% canopy cover.

Durable timber species
of good form for farm
timber supplies e.g.
mugga iron bark, &
western grey box.

The windbreak is fenced to
encourage thick undergrowth
to block wind. This will also
fill in with wilga.

Fast growing
nitrogen fixing
small tees/large
shrubs e.g.
hickory wattle,
myall, river
cooba.

Wi
d
ma th of
tur can
ity
o
≈ 2 py at
0m

Example Design 2

Multi-purpose (biodiversity, shelter and timber) engineered woodland on medium rainfall northern tablelands grazing paddock.
Dam fenced with permanent
plantings of mixed local shrubs.

Engineered woodland paddock links
patches of remnant bush.
Rocky outcrop with patch of dead hollow
trees, fallen timber and permanent
plantings of local shrubs fenced out from
livestock.

3-row belts, with centre row of
commercial species, e.g. P.
radiata, E. saligna, high
pruned for timber. Nitrogen
fixing species on outer rows.

Belts on lower slope need temporary
fence for longer establishment time.
Wet & frost tolerant species e.g. E. nova
anglica, E. viminalis, E. stellulata.
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Example Design 3

4 high-value hardwoods at centre of copses,
e.g. Sydney bluegum, black wood

Northern tablelands high rainfall, intensive pasture, timber, shade, and shelter.
4 - 5 row shelter and timber belts every
150 - 200 m orientated north-south. 3 m
between rows, 2.5 m between trees (closer
for western row of Pinus radiata).
Belts can be either hardwood or
softwood, or alternate for
greater diversity.

12 nitrogenfixing
trees/shrubs
surrounding,
e.g. A. dealbata,
A. falsiformis,
A. falcata,
Casuarina
cunninhamiana
Ca
no
15 py ≈
m

North
Softwood belt

20 m centres for
machinery access
30 m centres for optimum
pasture shade in winter

Hardwood belt
West
wind

3 m mustering gaps
every 50 - 60 m
orientated NW to SE
to maintain wind
protection

Middle 2 or 3 rows
high pruned for timber.
Examples of hardwood
species are Sydney
bluegum, shining gum.
Western row of densely
planted, unpruned P. radiata.

South west
wind

Nitrogen fixing trees & large shrubs
on easterly row of every belt e.g.
A. dealbata, A. filicifolia.

Example Design 4

Wide-spaced belts for storm flow control and shelter and in a medium rainfall northern slopes cropping area.
Trees for
timber e.g.
river red gum,
Chinchilla
white gum.

If livestock graze the
paddock, belts will need
fencing to maintain
grasses and litter
layer.

Belts 20 m wide &
maximum 100 m
apart averages
more than 20%
canopy cover
for carbon
credits.
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Tree litter, course grasses and debri slows
overland flow and directs it laterally. More water
in the soil means less flows to erode the soil.
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Belts established 3% off the contour to allow slow
lateral flow.
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Adding trees to a landscape with few
or no existing trees improves habitat
complexity and biodiversity. Even
wide-spaced paddock trees and mixed
exotic and native plantings had higher
bird diversity than open paddocks in a
recent study of wool-growing properties
on the northern tablelands (Reid 2006).
See Figure 6.
Enhanced biodiversity in an engineered
woodland can be achieved by:
•

Placing engineered woodland
paddocks adjacent to existing
areas of remnant bush or by
using an engineered woodland to
link isolated patches of remnant
vegetation.

•

Using the planted belts and copses
of an engineered woodland to
enhance or buffer existing habitat
features in a paddock, e.g. stands
of dead or senescent hollowbearing trees, areas of rocky
outcrops or fallen logs, shrub
patches or natural or artificial
wetlands or water bodies.

•

Including a number of different tree
species to provide a diversity of
foliage and bark types, and flower
and nectar resources.

•

Including some fenced belts or
copses with a diversity of shrubby
plants or tree species that
cannot be used elsewhere in the
engineered woodland because of
susceptibility to livestock browsing.

Example Design 2 illustrates the above
features.
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Figure 6. Research shows that the presence of birds increases with the presence of
trees and shrubs in the landscape (Source: Reid 2006).
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6. Timber
A limited number of species are
commercially suitable for timber
production in the region (see Appendix
1). Only the better tree growing sites
(i.e. deeper or well drained soils on
mid to upper slopes in sloping terrain)
should be considered for timber belts
in engineered woodlands on northern
tablelands paddocks. More options are
available on northern slopes paddocks
because site conditions that limit tree
growth are less common.
Multiple row belts will help the apical
dominance (single leader) and straight
growth of timber trees planted in the
middle rows. Edge row trees will need
intensive pruning as will all trees in
single row belts. See Example Design 3.

Windbreaks in
pasture

Dense timber

Wooded riparian
zones

7. Water use & runoff
management
Tree belts can be strategically placed
and aligned in an engineered woodland
to have a positive impact on the
above and below ground movement
of water across a landscape. Ryan
(2007) demonstrated that well-placed
belts can significantly improve the
capture of storm flow events across
sloping landscapes so that soil water
availability for adjacent crops and
pastures is increased, and peak storm
flow in adjacent creeks (which have high
erosion potential) is moderated.
Ryan’s modelling research suggests
that tree belts should be designed
to slow water movement and direct
it laterally by being aligned to the
contour but slightly down slope (about
3 per cent). They should also allow
some leakage through the belt. He
also suggests that because of litter
and woody debris under trees and the
better development of soil macrophores
compared to cropped land, infiltration
rates in tree belts are also higher. See
Example Design 4.

9. Carbon trading
Engineered woodlands are ideal
vehicles for farmers to participate in
carbon trading (or in the future, to offset their own emissions). Engineered
woodlands, in contrast to traditional
dense tree plantations, allow high levels
of agricultural production to occur in the
paddock as the trees are growing.
Details of carbon trading and the
benefits of engineered woodlands
as carbon sinks can be found in
Engineered Woodland Information
Sheet 3.

Above. An engineered woodland with belts aligned with the contour using a variety of species
to give contrasting colours and crown textures. The dark green foliage is radiata pine and the
silver/grey foliage is silver wattle. Photo by Michael Taylor.

8. Landscape
aesthetics
Despite being listed almost last
here, landscape amenity for many
landholders is a principal driver for
establishing engineered woodlands. It is
also subject to much personal taste and
therefore there are few hard and fast
rules to apply in engineered woodland
design.
Generally tree belts established in
flowing lines that match the slope
and lay of the land are preferred over
straight lines. Planting belts aligned
with the contour were selected as
engineered woodland design of
choice by 10 out of the 16 engineered
woodland demonstration farms in this
project.
Of course landscape aesthetics can be
affected by many factors in addition to
tree belt layout. Many combinations of
textures, colours and structures can be
found in:

•

different tree species crowns and
trunks

•

how species are grouped

•

whether a planting pattern is used

•

how different trees and shrubs of
different sizes are placed.

Some people object to having the dark
foliage and conifer shape of P. radiata
in a landscape of otherwise grey green
eucalypts, while others enjoy the
contrast.
Whatever the landholder’s preference,
landscape amenity, like all other
factors, can be improved with careful
consideration at the design stage.

Engineered woodland configurations
need to conform to the following rules
to be considered for carbon trading in
accredited schemes:
•

The planted woody vegetation must
exceed 2 m in height.

•

The paddock must have been
substantially clear of trees prior to
January 1990 and established to
an engineered woodland after that
date.

•

Either the whole paddock must
be planted at a density that gives
average canopy cover in excess of
20 per cent; or, the individual tree
belts are identified (rather than the
whole paddock) and that each belt
exceeds 10 m in width.

Particular carbon trading programs may
have additional design requirements.
Rates of carbon sequestration are
directly related to the growth rate of
the trees and the number planted
per hectare (up to a point). Selection
of the best site, the fastest growing
tree species and the use of good
establishment practice will maximise
the rate of carbon sequestration in an
engineered woodland.
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10. Establishment
costs

tablelands and slopes region.
•

There are three major costs in
establishing an engineered woodland:
1. the cost of seedlings (including
planting, watering-in and guarding)
2. the cost of planting bed preparation
and post-planting weed control
3. where grazing animals need
exclusion from a whole paddock,
the opportunity cost of lost grazing
production (and income foregone)
whilst the trees are establishing.
Since more than 60% of the direct costs
of an engineered woodland is due to the
seedlings and their planting, the biggest
influence on the cost of an engineered
woodland is the number of seedlings
planted per hectare. Careful thought
should be given to seedling, tree belt
and/or copse spacing (which affects
the number of trees required) and the
desired outcomes. Small changes in
spacing can make a large difference.
For example, in a two-row belt
engineered woodland configuration a
2 m tree spacing and a 20 m belt
spacing will need 500 stems/ha; yet a
3 m tree spacing with 30 m belt
spacing will only need 222 stems/ha,
and a 5 m tree spacing with a 50 m belt
spacing will need only 80 trees/ha. In
this example, a 5 x 50 m configuration
would cost about 15 per cent of a
2 x 20 m planting.

Other exotic tree species usually
cost much more per seedling (or
cutting) than either of the above
alternatives.

Planting bed preparation and weed
control costs can vary depending
on site conditions (rockiness and
steepness can increase costs) and
the thoroughness with which they are
conducted. Generally, these costs are
far smaller per hectare than the costs
of the seedling and should never be
poorly done just to save a few dollars. In
the long-run the small savings realised
may be outweighed by poor tree growth
rate or survival, poor overall function
of the engineered woodland and
increased opportunity costs due to slow
establishment.
Where grazing needs to be excluded,
the opportunity cost of lost grazing
returns from a paddock during the tree
establishment phase is related to:
•

the size of the paddock relative to
the rest of the property

•

the number of seasons livestock
are kept out (determined by tree
growth rate)

•

the profitability or suitability of
alternative enterprises for the
paddock during the establishment
phase (e.g. cropping or hay and
silage production).

Above. Open-rooted pine seedlings (often the
cheapest seedlings available) are planted
with a planting spade in an engineered
woodland near Wollun on the northern
tablelands.

If opportunity cost is a significant issue,
straight row layouts may be desirable
for easy temporary fence construction
to allow strip grazing between the tree
belts.

Different tree species also have
different costs:
•

Native tree seedlings (the more
common eucalypts, acacias,
casuarinas etc.) propagated in the
Northern Inland region of NSW
by local nurseries cost between
60 cents and $1.30 each (2008
prices), depending on supplier and
order size.

•

Bare-rooted radiata pine seedlings
cost between 15 cents and 50
cents depending on order size
and the seasonal success of
propagation by the major suppliers
in southern Australia. There are no
major pine nurseries in the northern
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Above. The pasture grown during the establishment phase of this engineered woodland was
cut for silage.
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Casuarina
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Corymbia maculata

Eucalyptus albens

E. argophloia

E. blakelyi

E. camaldulensis

E. melanophloia

E. melliodora

E. microcarpa

E. sideroxylon

Spotted Gum
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Chinchilla White
Gum

Blakely’s Red Gum

River Red Gum

Silverleaf Ironbark

Yellow Box

Western Grey Box
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Casuarina
cunninghamiana

E. dalrympleana

E. laevopinea

E. nitens

E. pauciflora

E. saligna

E. viminalis

Pinus radiata

Fern-leaf Wattle

River Oak

Mountain White
Gum
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Stringybark

Shining Gum

Snow Gum

Sydney Blue Gum

Manna Gum

Radiata Pine

3 - 4*

3 - 4*

3-4

4-5

3-4

E. viminalis

E. dalrympleana

E. camphora

E. stellulata

E. nova-anglica

Manna Gum

Mountain White
Gum

Swamp Gum

Black Sally

New England
Peppermint

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

3-4

2

5

3

3

4

3-4

4

4

3

3

4

3-4

3-4

2

3

2

Frost tolerance
1 = low tolerance
5 = very tolerant

*Longer establishment time for this species on these sites compared to other sites.

4-6

E. acaciiformis

Wattle-leaved
Peppermint

Northern Tablelands - low slope positions - coldest frostiest sites

1-3

Acacia dealbata

Silver Wattle

Northern Tablelands

Mugga Ironbark

3-4

Acacia implexa

Seasons until grazing
animals can be reintroduced given best
practice establishment
on preferred sites

River Oak

Species name

Hickory Wattle

Northern Slopes

Common Name

V, St

St

St

V, St

V, St

N, St, Fw

N

N

St, Fw, P

St, Fw, P

Fw, P

Fw, P

St, Fw, P

Fw, P

St, Fw, P

Fw, P

St, Fw

N, St, Fw

N

Although these species grow in damp, low, frosty sites, none will do well in
sites that are waterlogged for extended periods.

Survives on a wide variety of sites, but best for timber production on mid to
upper slopes on better drained soils.

Suitable for a wide variety of sites.

Prefers mid and upper slopes, OK for most well-drained soils.

Suitable for a wide variety of soils, intolerant of poor drainage.

Prefers mid slope, deep well-drained soils, intolerant of heavy clays and
shallow soils, intolerant of any site where whole soil profile can dry out.

Only suitable for upper slope ridge areas. Intolerant of poor drainage.

Suitable for a wide variety of sites.

Prefers deep soils or better watered areas but not severe frosts.

Most soils on mid to upper slopes, intolerant of poor drainage.

Most soils, one of the most frost tolerant acacias but still not suitable for
lowest slopes.

Grows on wide variety of sites, flood intolerant.

Grows on wide variety of sites.

Grows on wide variety of sites.

Grows on wide variety of sites, flood intolerant.

Grows on wide variety of sites, but poorly on shallow poor soils.

Prefers lower sites.

Not known, grows well on most arable soils.

Prefers medium to heavier soils, flood intolerant.

Lowest risk in upper slope low frost areas, copes with most soils.

Prefers deep soils or better watered areas.

Mid to upper slopes out of heaviest frost.

Suitable for: N = nitrogen Site preferences
fixer, V = veneer peeler
logs, St = sawn timber, Fw
= firewood, P = fence posts
durable in the ground

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

East edge

Y

East edge

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y (West)

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Resistant to scarab beetle defoliation.

Forms the basis of local sawn softwood and landscape
timber industry.

Susceptible to insect attack, although used for timber is low
quality and tree is usually of poor form.

A preferred timber species by local industry.

Tolerant of exposed sites and high altitude.

Rapid grower on preferred sites.

A preferred timber species by local industry. Bark chewed by
livestock so not suitable for set-stocking after establishment.

See species comments above.

Used in local timber industry.

Has excellent form.

Has excellent form. Preferred timber species by local industry.

Bark chewed by livestock. Not suitable for set-stock grazing
after establishment.

Long-lived wattle.

Locally native Comments

Appendix 1: Suggested tree species suitable for engineered woodlands in the Northern Inland of NSW. The species listed are either quick to establish, which allows a fast return of grazing animals, and/or are
suitable as timber species. All species are suitable for carbon sequestration. Most local tree species successful in other landcare plantings are also suitable for engineered woodlands.

Landholder’s ideas on
design
For trial and demonstration purposes,
16 landholders involved in this project
established engineered woodland
plantings on their properties. Their
planting designs generally consisted of
two tree row belts spaced at distances
varying from 24 m to 60 m apart
across the paddock. Some participants
configured the belts to follow the
contour of the land (or existing contour
banks) and others used a straight
row design. After a year or more of
experience with their designs, the
landholders have developed ideas to
improve them so they better suit their
country and management.
“We are looking for shelter on our
exposed property. We believe the
north-south tree belts in our engineered
woodland would have achieved this
better if they were 4-5 rows instead
of just 2, with the western row being
unpruned pines.”
Chris & Cindy Clonan, Arding.
“Next time, I would measure the
distance between the rows more
carefully so that my large slasher
removes the grass in one pass
allowing easier access during the tree
establishment phase. I would also plant
on accurate contour levels so that run
off in heavy rain follows the rows to the
end rather than ponding in places and
eroding the tree mound (we had more
than 200 mm of rainfall in 48 hours).”
Jim Hombsch, Duri.
“On reflection, we should have planted
straight rather than contoured tree
belts. This would have enabled us to
establish cheap electric fencing to allow
intensive strip grazing between the
belts.”
Jon & Lia Christensen, Inverell.
“Next time, I’ll be installing permenant
electric fencing from the start since
shifting 3-line temporary fencing is too
labour intensive over eight different
500 m tree belts.”
Cam Banks, Uralla.
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“We have just cut another 300 bales
of silage off the woodlands block. My
thoughts are that the cost of fencing
is affecting how many trees are being
planted each year in our region. The
woodlands approach to tree planting
creates an exciting avenue for low cost
tree establishment. Our design has
allowed us to cut pasture hay in the
summer and wean lambs onto fresh
short feed. Everything else is a great
bonus!”
Peter Lytton-Hitchins, Kentucky.
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